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Fiber-reinforced concrete (FRC) has become a viable choice for
many designers and builders for the unique properties and advantages it provides. From slabs-on-ground to underground structures,
the use of FRC has been expanding in concrete construction. This
growth of applications has created the need to review the existing
test methods for FRC and, where necessary, develop new ones. Two
reports (ACI 544.2R and ACI 544.9R) have already been published
regarding testing fresh properties and mechanical properties of FRC,
respectively. This report is the third and final report on testing FRC
for its durability properties, including shrinkage, creep, and permeability. Several standard and nonstandard test methods are presented
in this report to represent some of the knowledge in this area.

Keywords: creep; durability; fiber-reinforced concrete; shrinkage; testing;
transporting.
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CHAPTER 1—INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE
1.1—Introduction
Some of the key properties of concrete structures vary as
a function of time and the environment. These include, but
are not limited to, shrinkage, creep, and transport properties
such as permeability and diffusion. Fibers show a positive
impact in improving the long-term durability (ACI 544.5R)
and sustainability aspects of concrete (Cutright et al. 2013).
As described in this report, fibers can help reduce and limit
restrained shrinkage cracking, which may occur in concrete
with a large, exposed surface such as slabs. These applications are susceptible to rapid changes in temperature and
humidity, resulting in high water evaporation and higher
potential for shrinkage cracking. Another example is the
use of fibers in applications where sustained loads and creep
stresses can be critical in the service life of the structure.
Bridge deck overlays, environmental structures, and tunnel
linings are some of the applications where fiber reinforce-

ment has been used successfully to enhance the long-term
performance and durability of concrete (ACI 544.4R). To
ensure structural integrity and proper serviceability, most
building codes limit the allowable crack widths in the range
of 0.006 to 0.015 in. (0.15 to 0.38 mm) for concrete structures exposed to weathering and fibers can be beneficial in
maintaining such allowances (ACI 544.10). Fibers bridge
cracks in a three-dimensional distributed manner because
they are present throughout the body of concrete, whereas
reinforcing bars control cracks more locally (Hubert et al.
2015). Cracks may occur as a result of over-stressing or timedependent stresses such as shrinkage and creep discussed in
this report.
Fibers come in different material types, geometries, and
sizes and typically range from 1/8 to 2.5 in. (3 to 65 mm) in
length and are classified according to ASTM C1116/C1116M.
These fiber material types include steel, glass, synthetic, and
natural, as well as blended fibers. A subclassification is often
used based on the size and functionality of the fibers; hence,
fibers can be classified as microfibers or macrofibers with
the fiber diameter of 0.012 in. (0.3 mm) as the separating
limit as defined by ASTM D7508/D7508M. Adding fibers to
concrete can change its post-crack response from brittle to
ductile under various types of loads, including compression,
tension, flexure, and impact (ACI 544.4R). After cracking,
fibers bridge the cracks and start to carry tensile stresses,
commonly referred to as post-crack residual strength. More
information on the mechanisms of FRC and related design
guides can be found in ACI 544.4R. The presence of fibers
will help with reducing and controlling the crack width and,

Table 1.1—Summary of the test methods presented in this report and their applicability to FRC
Property

Shrinkage
properties

Test
Unrestrained,
ASTM C157/C157M
Restrained,
ASTM C1579
Restrained,
ASTM C1581/C1581M
Restrained, other
Flexural: Beams

Creep
properties

Flexural: Panels
Creep, other
Chloride diffusion,
ASTM C1202

Transport
Properties

Chloride diffusion,
ASTM C1556
Chloride diffusion,
other
Water permeability

*

Description
Free (unrestrained) drying shrinkage of prismatic
specimens
Restrained plastic shrinkage of rectangular panels
using stress risers
Restrained drying shrinkage of concrete cast around a
steel ring
Restrained plastic shrinkage of square panels using a
vacuum system
Precracking beams, followed by creep test at a specific
percentage of residual stress (ASTM C1399/C1399M,
C1609/C1609M, BS EN 14651)
Precracking round panels, followed by creep test at a
specific percentage of residual stress (ASTM C1550)
Direct tension test on precracked specimens (prismatic
or cylindrical). Compression test. Fiber pullout test
under creep load.
Electrical indication of concrete’s ability to resist
chloride ions ingress using cylinders.
Bulk chloride diffusion profile and coefficient using
concrete cylinders. Can precrack cylinders using splitting tensile test.
Bulk chloride diffusion profile and coefficient using
concrete beams. Can precrack beams using FRC
flexural tests.
Create water head (pressure) to flow water into a
precracked concrete specimen (cylinder, beam, or
panel).

Application to FRC
Not effective for studying macrofibers, as concrete does
not crack*
Effective in studying FRC for crack reduction in a
comparative way. Quicker test.
Effective in studying FRC for crack reduction and time of
cracking in a comparative way. Longer test.
Effective in studying FRC for crack reduction in a
comparative way.
Effective in studying FRC for cracked sections up to a
known stress value. Test can take a long time.
Effective in studying FRC for cracked sections up to a
known stress value. Test can take a long time.
Useful in studying FRC if conducted correctly. Proper
direct tension test is very difficult to perform for concrete.
Not effective for studying fibers, as concrete cannot be
cracked.
Useful in studying FRC for precracked specimens and
determining the role of fibers in reducing crack width and
diffusion.
Useful in studying FRC for precracked specimens and
determining the role of fibers in reducing crack width and
diffusion.
Effective in studying FRC for precracked specimens and
determining the role of fibers in reducing crack width and
water flow rate and permeability.

Synthetic microfibers may reduce bleeding and therefore can help reduce the plastic shrinkage of concrete. Refer to Section 3.2 for more information.
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